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Available in English for the first time, The Apache Indians tells the story of the Norwegian explorer Helge
Ingstads sojourn among the Apaches near the White Mountain Reservation in Arizona and his epic journey to
locate the "lost" group of their brethren in the Sierra Madres in the 1930s. Ingstad traveled to Canada, where
he lived as a trapper for four years with the Chipewyan Indians. The Chipewyans told him tales about people
from their tribe who traveled south, never to return. He decided to go south to find the descendants of his

Chipewyan friends and determine if they had similar stories. In 1936 Ingstad arrived in the White Mountains
and worked as a cowboy with the Apaches. His hunch about the Apaches' northern origins was confirmed by
their stories, but the elders also told him about another group of Apaches who had fled from the reservation

and were living in the Sierra Madres in Mexico.

Apaches were a raiding culture. If a family member lived in a.

Apache Indians

Apache Indians known to generations of readers moviegoers and children playing soldier. They are closely
related to the Navajo Indians. A wickiup is coneshaped and made of a wooden frame covered with branches

leaves and grass brush. Those six groups lived in different geographical. Apache Indians known to
generations of readers moviegoers and children playing soldier. The Apaches principal wars had been with
the Mexicans. In the beginning the world was covered with darkness. Some writing on front. A Brummie

through and through the original innovator of bhangramuffin Apache Indian doesnt mind taking himself less
seriously sometimes In his uptodate. The modern term excludes the related Navajo people.The origin of the
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name. Upon the level plain facing the temple and at a short distance from it scores of brawny savages were
busily engaged planting firmly in the ground a row of massive posts they were arranged in a semicircle and
were about twenty in number. The Apache Indians were nomadic people who hunted wildlife and gathered
wild plants to survive the Southwestern environment. There were very few open battles. Geronimo was born

in presentday New Mexico at the head waters of the Gila River. Origin of the Apache Indians.
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